The Seattle Design Festival celebrates the design community and the powerful ways design affects our lives, helping people find their path to changemaking through design. The Festival kicks off with the SDF Block Party at Lake Union Park and features in-person and virtual experiences throughout the week, all exploring the Festival’s 2022 theme, CONNECTION.

**Festival Goals**
Demonstrate the relevance of design thinking
Empower communities to leverage design
Promote a culture of collaboration

**August 20-26 Various Locations**

Events are free except where noted and open to the public and attendees of all ages. For the most current program information, accessibility information, and full descriptions of programming, please visit seadesignfest.org

Thank you for staying safe by following local, state, and federal COVID-19 guidelines. We want to do what’s best for the wellbeing of our team, our organizers, and our community at large.
FREMONT
8/22, 5-8PM
SDF TABLE AT FREMONT BREWING
SDF CORE TEAM
1050 N 34TH ST
‘INCLUSIVE PERSPECTIVES’ WALKING & ROLLING NEIGHBORHOOD TOURS CODE UNLIMITED STARTS AT FREMONT BREWING 1050 N 34TH ST.
COMMUNITY DESIGN DOWBUILT PARTNERS AND CRAFTSMEN 4001 AURORA AVE. N.
FREMONT ARTS COUNCIL, 3940 FREMONT AVE N.
COLUMBIA CITY
8/24, 5-8PM
SDF TABLE AT COLUMBIA CITY NEIGHBORHOOD FARMER’S MARKET SDF CORE TEAM 37TH AVE S. & S. EDMONDS ST.
ESV: 1000 STEPS TO IMAGINE A PUZZLE, A PROBLEM, AND A PLACE KAVE USA
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS: THE FESTIVAL STREET ADJACENT TO 3806 S. FERDINAND ST.; EILEEN FISHER–RENEW; DELISH ETHIOPIAN CUISINE; THE ROYAL ROOM
COLUMBIA CITY CONNECTIONS FIRST LAMP WITH CONVEY COMMUNITY-DRIVEN PLACEMAKING, ALL ELDI ARCHITECTS, NAKANO ASSOCIATES FESTIVAL STREET ADJACENT TO 3806 S. FERDINAND ST.
‘INCLUSIVE PERSPECTIVES’ WALKING & ROLLING NEIGHBORHOOD TOURS CODE UNLIMITED STARTING AT THE CORNER OF S. EDMUNDS STREET & 36TH AVE S.
EXPLORING THE BODY OF CONNECTION KURT KEOGEL STARTING AT SDF TABLE
WAKE UP TO LOW-WASTE: HOW SEATTLE’S MANUFACTURING + DESIGN COMMUNITY IS BECOMING MORE SUSTAINABLE THE GOOD FUTURE DESIGN ALLIANCE FULLCRUM CAFE, 71A-1P 509 BELL ST. FREE RSVP
‘INCLUSIVE PERSPECTIVES’ WALKING & ROLLING NEIGHBORHOOD TOURS CODE UNLIMITED STARTS AT 1010 WESTERN AVE., 1A-1P
MUSIC + ART DOWNTOWN SEATTLE ASSOCIATION OCCIDENTAL SQUARE AND 300 PINE, 12-2P
WHAT HAVE YOU BECOME KATE CLARK, LEAD ARTIST OF PARKEOLOGY 1010 WESTERN AVE., 4-5P
DOWNTOWN
8/25, 11AM-8PM
SDF TABLE AT CENTER FOR ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN SDF CORE TEAM 1010 WESTERN AVE. 11A-8P
25TH ANNUAL ARCHITECTURAL MODEL EXHIBIT | JUNCTION SEATTLE ARCHITECTURE FOUNDATION 1010 WESTERN AVE. 11A-1P
SAF FAMILY WORKSHOP | JUNCTION SEATTLE ARCHITECTURE FOUNDATION 1010 WESTERN AVE. 11A-1P
FIRM CRAWL RDA NPC SEATTLE CITY CENTER - STARTS AT THE SHOP BY PORTER, 1201 2ND AVE., SUITE #100 FREE RSVP, 4-20-8:30P
ONE SEATTLE: RE-ESTABLISHING HOUSING DIVERSITY IN SEATTLE’S NEIGHBORHOODS UW DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE 1010 WESTERN AVE., 6-7:30P
EVOLUTION OF INSTINCT: OUR MODERN WILDERNESS FUTURE ARTS PRESENTS AUGMENT SEATTLE CORNER OF PINE ST. & 3RD AVE., 6-8PM
MONDAY, AUGUST 22
THE CREATIVE CITY CREATIVE MORNINGS SEATTLE SDF BLOCK PARTY INTERVIEWS “DRINK & WALK YOUR COFFEE” KAVE USA IS “DESIGN” A PUZZLE, A PROBLEM OR A PLACE? KAVE USA SDF DESIGN IN COMMUNITY
TUESDAY, AUGUST 23
HOW PUBLIC INSTALLATIONS CAN CREATE CONNECTIONS SAMER FOUAD CULTIVATING CONNECTION THROUGH FOOD SOVEREIGNITY BLACK STAR FARMS DESIGNING AN SDF INSTALLATION TEAM Labyrinth VIRTUAL ZINE WORKSHOP TAYLOR MILES HOPKINS SDF DESIGN IN COMMUNITY
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24
REMOTE PROXIMITY JAYME YEN SENSING THE WOOD FIRED OVEN AMY BROOKS THORTON A CASE FOR A DOWNTOWN SEATTLE CULTURAL CENTER MINDY LEHRMAN CAMERON DESIGNING FOR IRL/URL: ARTPOPS MIXED REALITY POPSICLES FUTURE ARTS SDF DESIGN IN COMMUNITY

THANK YOU TO ALL OF OUR PROGRAM PARTNERS AND THESE GENEROUS SUPPORTERS!
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Thank you for participating in the festival! Scan here if you’d like to support us as well